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1.About Extension

If you want to maintain a good average order value or have a better profit margin,
Magento 2 Minimum Order Fee extension is a helpful tool. It lets you incur a fee on
customers whose order subtotal falls below a specified minimum amount. The fee can
be charged as a fixed amount or a percentage of the cart amount. A custom warning
message informs customers of the fee incurred.

You, as a store owner can create rules and set conditions to apply the rule based on
multiple product and cart attributes. For example, you can charge customers a fee
whose order amount is below the minimum order amount and who come from a country
where the shipping cost is high. This allows you to make up for the high shipping cost.
Similarly, you can apply a rule based on a specific shipping method or category. 

2.Feature List

● Charge a fee on low order amount
● Specify a minimum order fee
● Charge a fixed fee or percentage of the cart total
● Display a custom warning message
● Refund the fee on order cancellation
● Set priority for each rule
● Specify a date range for the restriction
● Apply the rule to all or specific store views & customer groups
● Set advanced conditions

2.1 Charge a Fee Based on Conditions

Charge customers an additional fee if they fail to meet certain conditions. You
can set conditions based on multiple product attributes. For example, if you want
customers to shop above a specific amount, you can use the Cart ‘Subtotal’ attribute
and specify the minimum order amount.  Similarly, if you want to enforce a fee on
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specific shipping destinations, you can use the ‘Shipping’ attribute and specify the
destinations. The fee is not applied and visible until the condition is met.

Note: Minimum Order Fee has nothing to do with minimum order amount. It will be
applied on the whole cart based on conditions set in specific rules.

2.2 Specify a Minimum Order Fee

You can specify the fee to be charged in case the order value is less than the
minimum order amount as set in condition. The fee will be applied and visible only when
the order amount is less than the minimum order amount.

2.3 Charge a Fixed or Percentage Fee

You can charge the fee in one of two ways.
Fixed: This option will charge a fixed amount no matter how less the order value is than
the minimum order value as set in condition.
Percentage: This option will take the specified order fee and calculate it as a
percentage of the cart subtotal. For example, if you specify 5 and the cart subtotal is
$50, $2.5 (5*50/100) will be charged.

2.4 Display a Custom Warning Message

You can draft a message that should adequately inform customers about the
additional fee and what they should do (if possible) to avoid the fee.

2.5 Refund the Fee on Order Cancellation

You can choose to refund the additional fee if the order is canceled by the
customer.

2.6 Set Priority for Each Rule

If you have created more than 1 rule, you can determine which rule should be
executed first by giving each rule a number. 0 has the highest priority.

2.7 Set a Date Range

The extension allows you to specify a date range for the restriction. This comes
in handy when you want to enforce the minimum order fee for a specific duration.
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2.8 Apply to All or Specific Customer Groups/Store Views

This feature allows you to apply the rule to specific customer groups while
exempting others. For example, you may want only wholesalers to buy more than the

minimum amount and not retailers. You can do so by selecting ‘Wholesale’ and leaving
‘Retailer’ unselected.

2.9 Set Advanced Conditions

Apart from the cart subtotal, you can choose many other cart and product
attributes as the basis to apply the condition. For example, you can charge a fee on a
specific shipping country, shipping method, item quantity, category, etc. Display a
relevant warning message with each rule. The conditions feature takes the extension to
the next level where you can target many other attributes to enforce an additional fee.

3.How to Configure?

3.1 Configuration

On the admin panel sidebar, go to FME EXTENSIONS and click MOF
Configuration. Here you will find the following settings:

● Enable Module: Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to Enable/Disable the module.
● Frontend Label: Option to give a label to the additional fee charged as a

result of not meeting the minimum order amount. This will display in the
Cart summary.
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3.2 Adding Rule

To enforce a fee on customers who shop less than the minimum amount, you have to
create a rule. To do so, click FME Extensions > Manage Rule. Now click Add New
Rule to see the following options.

● Rule Name: Give a suitable name (a name that represents what’s inside the rule)
to the rule. This is used for internal purposes only and does not display on
frontend.

● Warning Message: Draft a message that tells customers that they have been
charged a fee in case they don’t meet the required minimum order amount. A
good message is one that leaves no confusion in the customer's mind.The
message is displayed on the cart page.

● Status: The rule won’t work or will be disabled if you toggle off this button.

● Fee Type: This dropdown allows you to charge the fee in one of the following two
ways.

○ Fixed: Select this option if you want a fixed amount to be charged no
matter how less the order value is than the minimum value. For example,
if you specify 5 as the surcharge and the minimum order amount is $50,
he will be charged $5 extra even if his cart total is $49 or $5.

○ Percentage: Select this option if you want a percentage of the cart
subtotal to be charged as extra fee. For example, if you specify 5 and the
cart subtotal is $50, he will be charged $2.5 extra (5*50/100).
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● Refund Order Fee: Select ‘Yes’ if you want the extra fee to be refunded after the
order is canceled.

● Minimum Order Fee: Enter the fixed or percentage amount that you want to
charge if a customer does not meet the condition. This fee will be applied and
visible only if the condition is not met.

● Priority: If you have created more than 1 rule, you can determine which rule
should be executed first by giving each rule a number. 0 has the highest priority.

● From Date: Give a date you want for the rule to become effective.
● To Date: Give a date you want for the rule to end.

After the start and end date, the rule won’t work.

● Store View: Select the store view(s) you want to apply the rule to.

● Customer Groups: Select the customer group(s) you want to apply the rule to.
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3.3 Setting Condition

You have to set condition(s) that will trigger the rule. The rule will apply only if the
conditions are met. If no condition is set, the rule will apply on all products.

You can set conditions based on multiple product and cart attributes. For the sake of
this extension, we will use the cart subtotal attribute. If you want to charge a fee on a
specific shipping region or country or a shipping method, you can do that too.

In the example below, we have set a condition. If this condition is met i.e. if a customer’s
cart subtotal is $30, the rule will apply and he will be charged the extra fee and the
warning message will be displayed.

Save Configurations.

3.4 Refresh Cache

● Refresh the Cache: System > Cache Management > Select All from Mass
Actions > Click Refresh the Cache.

4.Steps to Follow

You need to follow these steps to configure and make the extension work.

● Login to admin panel
● Go to FME Extensions -> MOF Configuration and configure the fields
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● Save Configuration
● Go to FME Extensions > Manage Rule
● Click Add New Rule or Edit an existing rule
● Create/edit the rule and conditions
● Save Configurations
● Flush Cache

5.Frontend
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